Congratulations to Professor Kindra Girard!!!
Professor Girard has been teaching at GCC for thirty-seven years and has taught a wide range of courses,
including biology, evolution, physiology and human anatomy. Committed to her students, to her
colleagues, and to the college community at large, she has served as chair of the Biology Division, as an
academic senator, as chair of the Academic Rank Committee, as a mentor to countless Masters Science
Students, and for years she has been responsible for the publication of faculty photos each year in El
Vaquero
While many of us know her primarily through her public roles on campus, others have had the pleasure
of coming to know Professor Girard more closely through their work with her as colleagues and as
students. So here are a few personal reflections regarding Professor Girard’s work, as well as her much
valued presence, in the GCC community:
Faculty note that “after thirty-five years of teaching, Kindy remains as enthusiastic, as motivated, as
smiling, and as energetic as she was at the very beginning.” “She has created endless original teaching
materials and resources to help students succeed, including a series of educational videos on the
skeletal, muscular, and nervous systems.” “She has written and been awarded numerous grants in
support of the Biology Division.” “She is a generous and caring mentor to new faculty, consistently
forthcoming in her time and energy.” “Kindy fosters a hospitable environment for creativity,
collaboration, and growth amongst students and faculty alike.” “She is uncommonly committed to her
students, often staying with students for hours after laboratory periods have ended to ensure that they
comprehend the material.”
Professor Girard’s students are equally filled with gratitude and respect for having been in her class,
remarking as follows: “Professor Girard has motivated me to seek a career beyond what I ever
imagined!” “She brings her subjects to life with her charisma and her good humor.” “She has energy
and enthusiasm for what she teaches and, most importantly, she truly cares about her students.”
“Professor Girard has a true gift for teaching and for making learning feel fun!” “She always finds
unique ways to aid students in studying and memorization.” “She is patient to answer every question,
even in the crowded lecture hall.” And finally, “I’ll continue to do well as a student because of the
strong foundation built in Professor Girard’s class.”
For her energy, her collegiality, her service and her dedication to her students and to Glendale
Community College, the Academic Senate is proud to present Professor Kindra Girard with the
Distinguished Faculty Award!

